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Book. The incredible story of Brownie Wise, the Southern single
mother and postwar #Girlboss who built, and lost, a
Tupperware home-party empire Before Mary Kay, Martha
Stewart, and Joy Mangano, there was Brownie Wise, the
charismatic Tupperware executive who converted postwar
optimism into a record-breaking sales engine powered by
American housewives. In Life of the Party, Bob Kealing offers
the definitive portrait of Wise, a plucky businesswoman who
divorced her alcoholic husband, started her own successful
business, and eventually caught the eye of Tupperware
inventor, Earl Tupper, whose plastic containers were collecting
dust on store shelves. The Tupperware Party that Wise
popularized, a master-class in the soft sell, drove Tupperware s
sales to soaring heights. It also gave minimally educated and
economically invisible postwar women, including some
African-American women, an acceptable outlet for making
their own money for their families and for being rewarded for
their efforts. With the people skills of Dale Carnegie, the looks of
Doris Day, and the magnetism of Eva Peron, Wise was as
popular among her many devoted followers as she was among
the press, and she...
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Thorough manual for ebook fans. it had been writtern quite properly and valuable. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . Ca ther ine Wehner-- Dr . Ca ther ine Wehner

Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to
gonna read through once again again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i
have got go through within my personal existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- B r ia n B a uch-- B r ia n B a uch
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